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Vestibulum congue 

VIRTA
14 Finnish universities

142,742 publications
Years  2015-2018

Academy of Finland
Projects  and Fellows

funded 2011-2013

6,143 publications
(4.3%)

We compare 1) research 
performance and 2) publication 
profiles of 14 Finnish universities’ 
entire publication output 2015-18 to 
subset of outputs published with AKA 
funding: 

1. Research performance
• JUFO levels of journals and book 

publishers
2. Publication profiles

• Target audiences
• Publication types
• Languages
• Publishers
• Collaboration
• Open Access

Aim of this study



Background
• The Academy of Finland (AKA) is a major research funding agency in 

Finland
• 19% of domestic public R&D funding in Finland
• 24% of Finnish universities’ R&D expenditure

• Performance agreement between the Finnish Ministry of Education 
and Culture and AKA
• Agreement includes several indicators which measure AKA’s activities
• Web of Science based bibliometric indicator: one partial measure for AKA’s 

goal of promoting high quality, renewal and impact of research
• Note! bibliometric indicators and data reflect only one aspect of 

high-quality research  
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AKA bibliometric indicator: results since 2016
• Top10 index: describes 

the unit of analysis’ 
relative share of the 10% 
most cited publications in 
the world (world average 
in a field = 1.0)

• Top10 index of the 
publications from 
projects funded by AKA is 
compared to the Top 10 
index of all Finnish 
publications from the 
same period

Year Funding 
instrument(s)

Number of 
publications 
(fractional)

Top10 index

2016 General Research 
Grants

AKA: 895
Finland: 36,035

AKA: 1.51
Finland: 1.09

2017 Academy Projects AKA: 827
Finland: 36,035

AKA: 1.21
Finland: 1.09

2018 Academy Projects; 
Academy 
Research Fellows

Projects: 932
Fellows: 374
AKA: 1,270
Finland: 38,060

AKA: 1.31
Finland: 1.12
Projects: 1.08
Fellows: 1.92

2019 Academy Projects; 
Academy 
Research Fellows

Projects: 1,134
Fellows: 449
AKA: 1,572
Finland: 39,399

AKA: 1.36
Finland: 1.09
Projects: 1.30
Fellows: 1.52
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Coverage of publications in WoS and VIRTA
• Comparison of the AKA’s publication list 

(publications reported by AKA-funded projects) 
with Web of Science data
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Major field of science Total %   found

Natural sciences 1441 91,5 %

Engineering 558 80,8 %

Medical  & Health Sciences 606 93,9 %

Agricultural Sciences & Forestry 80 92,5 %

Social Sciences 309 58,6 %

Humanities 207 21,3 %

• Comparison of the 14 Finnish universities’ 
publication list with Scopus and Web of Science 
data

Source: Auranen, O. & Leino, Y. (2019), Bibliometric indicator to assess the 
effectiveness of competitive research funding, 24th Nordic workshop on bibliometrics 
and research policy.

Source: Pölönen, J., Laakso, M., Guns, R., Kulckzycki, E. & Sivertsen, G. (2020), Open access 
at the national level: A comprehensive analysis of publications by Finnish researchers, 
Quantitative Science Studies: https://doi.org/10.1162/qss_a_00084

https://doi.org/10.1162/qss_a_00084


Alternative method and data to analyze the 
AKA-funded publication activity
• Motive:

• measuring research performance based on full coverage of all fields

• taking into account diversity of research outputs and languages

• measuring open science and responsibilities toward society

• Data: 
1. 14 Finnish universities’ entire publication output of registered in the VIRTA 

Publication Information Service (including AKA funded outputs)
2. AKA-funded research outputs reported using VIRTA by the Academy 

projects and Academy research fellows from the call years 2011-2013 
(excluding outputs by organisations other than 14 Finnish Universities)
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JUFO LEVEL PUBLICATION CHANNELS

Journals/ 
series

Book 
publishers

3 = Top 727 13

2 = Leading 2330 93

1 = Basic 20416 1229

0 = Other 4880 1909

All 28353 3244

JUFO Levels as a measure of research 
performance
● We use the Finnish Publication Forum 

(JUFO) classification of peer-reviewed 
publication channels to measure research 
performance across all fields including all 
publication types and languages

● Rating of journals and book publishers is 
entrusted to 23 field-specific expert-panels 
representing the Finnish research 
community

● Note: High Journal Impact Factor does not 
guarantee Level 2 or 3.

● Level 2 has includes 4 book publishers and 
over 20 SSH journals and book series 
publishing in Finnish and Swedish.

● Indicator: share of peer-reviewed outputs 
published in JUFO level 2 and 3 channels 



Main results on research performance

• JUFO/VIRTA based method and the WoS based bibliometric 
indicator produce consonant results

• Higher share of AKA-funded peer-reviewed outputs in journals, 
conferences and book publishers are on JUFO levels 2 and 3 
(”leading”) compared to Finnish universities’ publication output

• Difference among AKA funding instruments: higher share of 
publications by Academy Research Fellows on JUFO levels 2 and 3 
than publications by Academy Projects
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Share of JUFO level 2 and 3 publications
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* Number of AKA-funded fellows’ 
publications in Agriculture is smaller than 50



Share of JUFO level 2 and 3 by university
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* Number of AKA-funded publications in 
Lapland, Hanken, UNIArts and Vaasa is 
smaller than  50



Main results on publication profiles

• AKA-funded research is, across all fields, more focused than the 
universities in general on using peer-reviewed publications, 
published in journals, and in English language

• A larger share of AKA-funded peer-reviewed publications involves 
collaboration and is Open Access

• AKA-funded research shows the same field-specific differences in 
target audiences, publication types, languages, countries and 
collaboration than research in 14 Finnish universities
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Target audiences
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Publication types
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Publication languages
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Publishers
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Collaboration
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Open Access publishing
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DORA METRIC TIDE LEIDEN MANIFESTO

METHOD 1. Do not use journal-based metrics, such as 
Journal Impact Factors, as a surrogate measure 
of the quality of individual research articles, to 
assess an individual scientist’s contributions, or in 
hiring, promotion, or funding decisions.”

2. Humility: recognising that quantitative 
evaluation should support – but not supplant –
qualitative, expert assessment

7. Base assessment of individual researchers on a 
qualitative judgement of their portfolio

1. Quantitative evaluation should support 
qualitative, expert assessment 

CRITERIA 2. Be explicit about the criteria used in evaluating 
[researchers] and clearly highlight, especially for 
early-stage investigators, that the scientific 
content of a paper is much more important than 
publication metrics or the identity of the journal in 
which it was published.

5. Reflexivity: recognising and anticipating the 
systemic and potential effects of indicators, and 
updating them in response.

8. Avoid misplaced concreteness and false 
precision 

9. Recognize the systemic effects of assessment 
and indicators 

10. Scrutinize indicators regularly and update them

DATA 1. Robustness: basing metrics on the best 
possible data in terms of accuracy and scope

4. Keep data collection and analytical processes 
open, transparent and simple 

3. Transparency: keeping data collection and 
analytical processes open and transparent, so that 
those being evaluated can test and verify the 
results

5. Allow those evaluated to verify data and analysis

DIVERSITY 3. For the purposes of research assessment, 
consider the value and impact of all research 
outputs (including datasets and software) in 
addition to research publications, and consider a 
broad range of impact measures including 
qualitative indicators of research impact, such as 
influence on policy and practice.

4. Diversity: accounting for variation by field, and 
using a range of indicators to reflect and support a 
plurality of research and researcher career paths 
across the system

2. Measure performance against the research 
missions of the institution, group or researcher 

3. Protect excellence in locally relevant research 

6. Account for variation by field in publication and 
citation practices 19

Discussion: Responsible metrics



Discussion
• Disadvantage: JUFO is a 

publication channel based 
indicator; however, here it is 
used on macro-level assessment 
of publishing

• Advantages: JUFO levels and 
institutional publication data, 
integrated at national level, 
provide comprehensiveness and 
diversity of outputs across all 
fields based on robust and 
transparent data
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Glänzel, W. (2011). Thoughts and facts on bibliometric indicators in the light of new challenges 
in their applications:
https://psicologia.ucm.es/data/cont/media/www/807/02%20Glaenzel.pdf

https://psicologia.ucm.es/data/cont/media/www/807/02%20Glaenzel.pdf


Conclusion

• VIRTA data and JUFO levels offer a relevant and responsible 
information source for macro level assessment and monitoring of 
publication activity in several contexts in Finland: 
• research funded via competitive mechanisms, e.g. by the Academy of 

Finland
• research organizations 
• research fields 
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